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Every individual, whether young or adult, firmly loves watching magic performances. For the
young, magic generally entails powerful acts that are naturally done by experts during occasions
like birthdays and other parties, while for the adult it is a form of entertainment as well as
relaxation.Magic Book is a step by step guide designed for people who want to jump start their
fascination on entertaining their families and friends by performing various magical tricks, or
perhaps learn the art of performing magic, and make use of the skill, and make a living out of
it.Magic tricks contains 15 different magic tricks that will surely entertain your audience and
make you a well known magician in no time. Aside from that, you will also get helpful information
on how to appreciate the art of performing magic, what you have to consider before your actual
performance, the ways to enhance your talent even more, learn the art from the pros, and so
much more! This is not just your regular eBook that will teach you general magic tips but an
eBook that is a compilation of the best and impressive tricks in performing the most outstanding
magical tricks not all magicians can do.So if you are looking for an eBook that will teach you the
best tips and tricks on how to perform authentic and surreal magic, then what are you waiting
for? This eBook is surely for you!

“A window into the soft and beautiful genius that was Adrian Mitchell.” – Camden New Journal“A
scrapbook [compiled] to reflect one man's love affair with the theatre… a splendid read that pays
homage to an unusual, dedicated man” – British Theatre Guide“A window into the soft and
beautiful genius that was Adrian Mitchell.” – Camden New Journal“A scrapbook [compiled] to
reflect one man's love affair with the theatre… a splendid read that pays homage to an unusual,
dedicated man” – British Theatre GuideAbout the AuthorAdrian Mitchell was a much-loved
playwright, poet and activist. His work in the theatre spans more than four decades. It includes
original plays, many of them based on his heroes including William Blake, Mark Twain and Erik
Satie, and adaptations of Spanish Golden Age and Russian classics. He worked with the Royal
Shakespeare Company, the National Theatre and the Unicorn Theatre and his plays have been
performed across the world.
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TIP #1: Make your magic look real with magic chants!TIP #2: Learn the rules that governs
magical tricks.TIP #3: Know and learn from the pros in the field of performing magic tricks!TIP
#4: Keep on asking questions in order to enhance your skills in performing magic tricks!TIP #5:
Know that you can also learn magic tricks from watching movies!TIP #6: Examine yourself and
ask why are you performing magic tricksTIP #7: In order to master your magic tricks, make sure
to practice all the timeTIP #8: As a magician, your main aim should always involve entertaining
peopleTIP #9: Traveling and visiting other places may give you more information about the
different magic tricks, especially street magic.TIP #10: Be familiar with the best modern
magicians such as David BlaineTIP #11: Some video games may also motivate you to learn and
enhance your skills when it comes to magic tricksTIP #12: Think That you are a magician!TIP
#13: Never give up!TIP #14: Check out the different websites pertaining to magic tricksTIP #15:
Materials to use when performing magic tricks should also be consideredSUMMARYA Letter
From The AuthorWelcome and Experience the most wonderful eBook For learning Magic!BEST
TIPS ON HOW TO LEARN MAGICIf you are looking for an eBook that will teach you the best
tips and tricks on how to perform authentic and surreal magic, then this eBook is for you!This
eBook is designed for people who want to jump start their fascination on entertaining their
families and friends by performing various magical tricks, or perhaps learn the art of performing
magic, and make use of the skill, and make a living out of it.15 different magic tricks will be
included in this eBook that will surely entertain your audience and be a well known magician in
no time. Aside from that, you will also get helpful information on how to appreciate the art of
performing magic, what you have to consider before your actual performance, the ways to
enhance your talent even more, learn the art from the pros, and so much more!This is not just a
regular eBook that will teach you general magic tips, but an eBook that is a compilation of the
best and impressive tricks in performing the most outstanding magical tricks that not all
magicians can do.My name is ________________, and I hope that you will like everything I
have compiled for you, and be the best magician that you can be, just like me.The aim of this
eBook is to become a professional magician. So let us not prolong the wait, and let us get
started!Every individual, whether young or adult, firmly loves watching magic performances. For
the young, magic generally entails powerful acts that are naturally done by experts during
occasions like birthdays and other parties. Some even ask the question is magic real or not?
Magic is commonly referred to as mystics. A science and art that bring changes in accordance
with will power. Magic is also a state of mind, an indeed q programmable aspect, and can only
exist to those who believe in it. And believe it or not, there is no one who can actually say
whether magic exists or not. Since it is a state of mind, it is your choice if you are going to believe
in magic or not. However, with several questions concerning magic, this issue is still
controversial up to this point in time.Traditionally, up to present times, people are still confused
on the existence of witches or other black magic or anything alike. Before, the description of



individuals to witches is unique human beings with warts and hooked noses. As times passes
by, witches transformed into a modern type, and they are mostly associated with beautiful
women already. These witches also celebrate life and most people believe that they have called
upon the Earth powers to cast and perform magical spells. Even though there are several things
that come upon about the beliefs of magic, it is necessary to fully understand how it exists.Magic
generally works based on several premises. At first, scientists cannot explain it and they also
firmly believe on the saying that magic may do exists. Typical understanding, there is what you
call magic of love, faith and believe. Aside from these, there are also some tricks in magic that is
somehow believed by individuals, especially kids. Every magic trick is being mastered to fully
amuse and believe the audience. If you are fond of watching movies or magic trick
performances, you will surely believe in magic. The most well-known magic movie of today was
actually a story based on a novel made by JK Rowling, the Harry Potter Series. If you were able
to see this movie, you will somehow feel that magic do really exists. However, this is only a
movie, and no scientific basis that any of their chants and magical spells do exist. It simply
means that it is only created in the mind through imaginations and not by real life actions. If you
are going into a deeper analysis, magic may also exists if you completely encounter some extra-
ordinary individual.Understanding magic can be a tough learning process. You have to fully
comprehend if a situation is made of real magic or not. Whatever it may be, the main
significance is that magic comes from every one’s heart and mind Literally, magic is not just what
you see in your environment, such as flying objects even if no one is holding it, making an object
bend on its own, make it disappear, and many more! Magic may also pertain to the act or moves
of every man. If you believe in magic, then go for it. No one will ever question your own beliefs.
Given this, people should understand and respect the opinion of one when it comes to magic,
because each and every one of us will have our own say when it comes to the meaning of
magic. Start ending up confusion on whether magic is real or not. Whether you believe in magic
or not, magic is an art that never destroys or harm anyone, but instead, it provides happy
memories to children and entertainment to its audience regardless of his or her age.This is just
an overview of what magic can mean to people. Let us now explore the different tricks on how to
perform magic. Anyway, magic is an art. Magicians strive hard to make it look real and true. It is
also a form of entertainment and this art can be done using almost anything you have on hand.
When you are able to master this, your tricks will look so real, and your audience will surely feel
amazed and clueless on how you were able to perform it right in front of them. Magicians have
this special talent that is mastered and perfected through the years of practice. Normally,
magicians make use of materials such as golden coins, hanky, rabbits, birds, flowers, playing
cards, and more in order to perform various magical tricks. These props or materials are used to
keep the people focused on it, in order to be distracted and not notice the quick movements of
the hands of the magician.With the multiple and never ending questions about the existence of
magic, many are also asking, how are magicians able to perform magical tricks and make
magic so real?Magic has been around for several years already, and passed on from generation



to recent day magicians. Its principles have also been for thousands of years and have not
modified. Magic can be used as a source of powers and entertainment as well. The history of
magic is extremely colorful, particularly during ancient and present times. Previously, magicians
are commonly known as sorcerers – a combination of priest and entertainer. These sorcerers
are usually seen along with royalty. Most people believe on their supernatural powers, allowing
kings and pharaohs an air of invincibility and power.The descriptions of traditional magical
events were frequently exaggerated from certain people to another. Some people added various
incidents and creating their own magical stories. At the present time, people really do not believe
in magic. However, they merely appreciate the involved skills of every magician. It is true that
many people do not understand how they perform several miracles. Once they made magic or
miracles, they thought that these individuals must be wizards or witches. Most people do not
have an idea that magic was just the ability to deceive others.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Best tips. This ebook may be short but it does have a lot to offer anyone
who is wanting to become a magician. I highly recommend this ebook to anyone.”

The book by Cameron Bloom has a rating of  5 out of 2.6. 3 people have provided feedback.

TIP #1: Make your magic look real with magic chants! TIP #2: Learn the rules that governs
magical tricks. TIP #3: Know and learn from the pros in the field of performing magic tricks! TIP
#4: Keep on asking questions in order to enhance your skills in performing magic tricks! TIP #5:
Know that you can also learn magic tricks from watching movies! TIP #6: Examine yourself and
ask why are you performing magic tricks TIP #7: In order to master your magic tricks, make sure
to practice all the time TIP #8: As a magician, your main aim should always involve entertaining
people TIP #9: Traveling and visiting other places may give you more information about the
different magic tricks, especially street magic. TIP #10: Be familiar with the best modern
magicians such as David Blaine TIP #11: Some video games may also motivate you to learn and
enhance your skills when it comes to magic tricks TIP #12: Think That you are a magician! TIP
#13: Never give up! TIP #14: Check out the different websites pertaining to magic tricks TIP #15:
Materials to use when performing magic tricks should also be considered SUMMARY A Letter
From The Author
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